Lloyd Library & Museum News
The Lloyd Library brings science, art and history
to life, increasingly through digital technology.
Lloyd fellows created digital posters for the
plant blind, and our botanical art is enjoyed by
hundreds daily through social media. Thanks to
collaborations with the Public Library of
Cincinnati and Hamilton County and the
Biodiversity Heritage Library, illustrated
materials from our collection are available
without cost to anyone with internet access.

Plant Blindness Posters Available for Download
In 2018, artists Anna Kell and Jonathan Frey
designed Posters for the Plant Blind, based on
research conducted during their Curtis Gates
Lloyd Fellowship. The project will be the
focus of a feature story in the upcoming issue
of Lloydiana. Intended to bring awareness to
the significance of plant education and
identification, the posters are now available
for download here for personal and
educational use. We also hope to offer printed
posters for sale in the Lloyd Shop.

#MycologyMonday Racks up Likes on Instagram
The Lloyd's most liked Instagram post,
outside of those about Fiona the hippo,
celebrates the artistry of mushrooms. With
331 likes and counting, this image comes
courtesy of Carl Hoffmann's 1880s Lehrbuch
der Praktischen Pflanzenkunde in Wort
und Bild. The post is part of a 2019
Instagram campaign #MycologyMonday. View
Hoffmann's entire work from the Lloyd
Library Digital Collection here.

Soup Panelist Bryn Mooth Wins Eddy Award

Congratulations to last month's soup panelist,
Bryn Mooth, for receiving an Eddy Award from
the Edible Communities network of
publications for her article "Farmer Doctor
Patient Chef." Mooth discusses food as
preventative medicine and the value of
teaching kitchens. Read the article here and
remember that you can pick up your own copy
of Edible Ohio Valley during your next visit to
the Lloyd.

Come visit this Saturday - Open February 16
Lloyd Library & Museum | 513-721-3707 | contact@lloydlibrary.org |
917 Plum St.
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Hours: 9:00-4:00, Monday through Friday
and 3rd Saturday of the month
Visit www.lloydlibrary.org for complete list of hours.

The Lloyd Library will be closed on February 18
in observance of Presidents' Day
Stay Connected

